How do I set up Expert Daily Briefings email alerts?
To sign up – first login via your profile, then click on the subscribe button on the Expert Briefings browse page. You can also sign up for Expert Daily Briefings from any of the individual briefings pages on Emerald Insight.

What is included in the Expert Daily Briefings email alert?
Your daily email alert features all briefings published that day. This includes all three formats: executive summaries, short form and graphic analysis.

Will signing up for Expert Daily Briefings provide me with full access to the content?
No, in order to view Expert Briefings content, your institution must have a current subscription. If you would like to know more about Expert Briefings or would like to recommend an institutional subscription to your library, complete this form.

How do I know if I have signed up correctly?
When you click on the button to ‘Subscribe’, the button will change to say "Unsubscribe". You can also check your email alert preferences within your profile area.

Can I unsubscribe if I choose to?
Yes, there are various places to unsubscribe. You can return to the Emerald Insight browse page for Expert Briefings and click ‘Unsubscribe’. Expert Daily Briefings will also appear alongside your other content alert preferences within your profile area and you can choose to unsubscribe there. The email alert also includes an ‘unsubscribe’ link.

How can I recommend to a colleague that they subscribe Expert Daily Briefings email alerts?
Share this simple step-by-step guide on setting up Expert Daily Briefings email alerts with your colleagues.

What are Expert Briefings?
Emerald has teamed up with Oxford Analytica to deliver Expert Briefings through emerald.com/insight. Capturing the unbiased analysis of independent industry leaders and academics on political, social and economic events, Expert Briefings meticulously explore the implications and impact of global emerging trends and developments.

Find out more
An introduction to Expert Briefings – read and watch

How are Expert Briefings used as a teaching resource?
Get the latest free featured briefings direct to your inbox
Get in touch to find out more